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1.  Learning Outcomes  

After studying this module, reader shall be able to understand - 

 Types of evidentiary material from which DNA can be extracted 

 Methods of collection and preservation of evidentiary material 

 Methods of packaging and transportation of evidentiary material 

2. Introduction 

DNA assortment and investigation contributes the justice system as an influential device for 

imprisoning the guilty and acquitting the not guilty. Only 1/10th of one percent DNA varies 

from one individual to another. Scientists can apply these flexible regions to produce DNA 

data of a person, from samples of blood, bone, hair and other body tissues and products.  

In criminal cases, this usually comprises attaining samples from crime-scene evidence and a 

suspect, take out the DNA, and analyse it for the existence of a set of particular DNA regions 

(markers).  

If the sample data is not found to be same, then the individual did not add the DNA to the 

scene of crime. If the patterns are found to be same, the suspect may have contributed 

towards the evidence sample. DNA from scene of crime also can be compared to profiles 

kept in a database. 

 

3. Collection of Evidence  

Physical evidence is any touchable article that can associate a criminal to a crime scene. 

Biological evidence, which comprises DNA, is a kind of physical evidence. Although, the 

biological evidence as it not evident to the naked eye every time, may be easily overlooked. 

All biological evidences present at a crime scene can be subjected to DNA testing.  

A considered, systematic, well-organized line of action to assortment and protection of 

evidence is important. One exemption may be if evidence reliability is at risk, and under 

those conditions it is imperative that prompt pronouncements be made to avert its degradation 

and/or loss.  
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It is vital that the investigator gets as much data as likely concerning the circumstances of the 

crime before entering the scene of crime. Statements from eyewitnesses, victims, or first 

responders can offer a comprehensive discernment of the investigation. Based on this 

information and the nature of the crime, the crime scene investigator can conceptualize an 

approach for the scene. For instance, at the scene of a burglary, consideration should be given 

to the point of entry. Fragments of wood, metal, or fragmented glass may be revealed, beside 

the fingerprints, blood, and fibers from clothing deposited when the offender forced entry.  

In case of a violent crime like sexual assault, consideration may be focused to the outfit of the 

victim(s) and the suspect(s). An investigator may find body fluids, stains, torn clothing, 

fingerprints, fibers, hair, and other trace materials in the place of attack.  

Potential evidence like saliva, bite marks, semen, hair, skin tissue below the finger nails, and 

other trace evidences may also be found on the victim(s). Transferred evidences such as 

cosmetics, vaginal fluid, hair from the victim, and blood may also be found on the suspect.  

Once latent evidence is found and acknowledged, the subsequent step is to gather and pack 

the articles by means that averts impurity, and deleterious change. Biological evidence 

involves maintenance to safeguard contrary to the probability of cross adulteration either by 

the investigator or by other biological samples at the scene. Equipment is accessible to crime 

scene investigators assisting in the hindrance of impurity.  

The significance of eluding impurity cannot be exaggerated. The investigator carrying out the 

assortment must confirm that tools are clean and/or sanitized and gloves are changed between 

handling each sample.  

While working at the area of crime the investigator must use body suit, paper cover that 

shields nose and mouth, eye protection, latex or nitrile gloves, sleeve protectors, shoe covers, 

hair net to protect himself form infection and to avoid contamination of the exhibits. 

The significance of evading cross impurity cannot be exaggerated. The investigator carrying 

out the assortment must take precautions to avoid contamination. 

Assortment approaches diverge dependent on the kind of evidence and the substrate upon 

which it is grounded. It is desirable to gather evidence in its original state. If the evidence is 

breakable or can easily be misplaced, the whole object should be gathered and bundled, if 

size and circumstances permit.  
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Visual 

Collection 

On a particular area, hairs and fibers can be observed by bare eye. By means 

of fresh forceps and trace paper, the sample can be taken out from the area 

and put into an uncontaminated piece of paper which can be doubled over 

and wrapped in a paper casing or other suitable container. 

Tape Lifting H2O or methanol solvable tapes are used to collect trace evidences such as 

hair and fiber. The tape is used on the particular area of the suspected 

sample, detached, and packed. 

Vacuuming 

Method 

The region where the assumed samples are present are vacuumed up and 

trapped in a filtered trap joined to the vacuum. These samples are packaged 

in clean trace paper for submitting to the laboratory. Vacuuming is the rarely 

required assortment technique as there is a threat of cross contamination if 

the apparatus is not appropriately cleaned between every use. The 

investigator should turn to the local forensic laboratory and mention to the 

department standard functioning ways concerning assortment and protection 

of biological evidence.  

 

Procedures for Evidence Collection 

Blood & Other Body Fluids 

Method of 

Collection 

Procedure 

Cuttings Removal of a segment of the article comprising the stain by means of a 

hygienic or clean cutting device. 

Wet 

Absorption 

A sterile swab, gauze pad, or threads are slightly moistened with sterile 

distilled water. The stain can also be concentrated in a localized part of the 

pad or swab. For instance, while using a swab, the stain should be collected 

by the tip such that the sample concentrates over that region. The medium of 

collection for the stain is concentrated and air dried. Some laboratories 

recommend following the first moistened swabbing with a second dry 

swabbing to ensure thorough sample collection. For the analysis part, both 

swabs are retained and finally submitted.  
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Scraping 

Method 

In this method, the sample is scraped up with the help of scalpel or razor 

blade and collected in a clean piece of paper such that it can be folded and 

packaged into the paper envelope or any other packaging material 

specifically used for that purpose. 

Lifting with 

Tape 

Fingerprint lifting tape is used in case of dried bloodstains on a non-

absorbent surface to lift off the stains. The stain gets stick to the adhesive 

side of the lifting tape which then preserved by securing it on a clean piece 

of acetate so that it can be finally submitted to the laboratory for analysis.  

Hair & Fibers can be collected using vacuum device, tape lifting and hand picking 

using forceps with plastic covering on the tip. 

 

4. Reference Sample Collection  

Reference samples should be gathered from individuals who might be linked to the crime 

scene where DNA evidence is found. Reference samples can be used for elimination or 

comparative analysis. For instance, buccal swab samples taken from the suspect and/or 

victim, a known source, should be matched to biological evidence present at the crime scene 

to eliminate or place them at the scene. 

 

Type of 

Collection 

Procedure 

Buccal Swab Sterile swabs or other buccal collection devices are rubbed against the 

inside cheek of the individual's mouth to collect epithelial cells for 

analysis. 

Liquid Blood 

Samples 

Generally collected in purple topped vacuum tubes that contain the 

preservative ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). 

 

5. Packaging  

After collecting the evidence materials their proper packaging should be done. Biological 

evidence should be dried before packaging to minimize sample degradation. Packaging in 

paper is preferred. Liquid samples, such as water from a toilet bowl or pipes, should be 

properly documented and packaged in sterile glass or plastic containers and refrigerated as 

soon as possible.  
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6. Documentation  

Documentation of the scene begins with the first responder. Police officers are taught the 

importance of taking notes from the time of arrival. The crime scene investigator documents 

the scene in the form of still and video photography. Sketches are completed at the scene to 

illustrate relationships between articles of evidence not easily depicted by photography. The 

following methods of crime scene documentation are used to provide an accurate 

representation of the scene. 

Note 

Taking 

It is important that the responding officers note the condition of the scene as it 

existed upon their arrival. Note taking should be continuously updated during 

the course of the investigation. Investigator's notes might include such factors 

as:  

 Victim and witness statements 

 Who was present at the scene 

 Lighting conditions 

 Open doors and windows 

 Odors 

 Signs of activity such as food preparation 

 Date and time indicators such as newspapers or mail 

 General descriptions of the scene and surrounding area 
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Photography 

and 

Videography 

The chief way of crime scene recording is still photography. Police 

officers must consider the significance of keeping the scene conserved, 

and not going further till it is snapped. The snapper must be able to give 

evidence that the photograph is a correct and exact picture of the scene 

at the time the photograph was taken. Crime scene photographs should 

disclose a comprehensive, sequential story of the scene. 

Sketching Photographs will not every time represent three-dimensional 

associations among entities; sketches are applied to add-on 

photographs. Sketches can effortlessly represent the whole design of the 

scene and the associations among objects. Investigators generally make 

hand-drawn, rough sketches while at the scene of crime. These sketches 

comprise all the required evidence for the investigator to consequently 

complete a finalized version. 

  

Following table shows the various types of evidence, location of DNA on them and source of 

DNA. 

 

Evidence Possible location of 

DNA on evidence 

Source of DNA 

Bat or any weapon Handle and end Sweat, skin, blood, tissue 

Hat, cap, mask Inside Sweat, hair, dandruff 

Eyeglasses Nose, earpieces, lens Sweat, skin 

Facial tissue, cotton 

swabs 

Surface area Mucus, blood, sweat, semen 

earwax 

Dirty garments Surface area Blood, sweat, semen 

Tooth picks Tips Saliva 

Used cigarette , bidi Butt Saliva 
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Stamp, envelope Licked area Saliva 

Ligature Inside/outside surface Skin, sweat 

Bottle, cup, glasses Sides, mouthpiece Saliva, sweat 

Used condom Inside/outside Semen, vaginal, rectal cells 

Blanket, quilt, pillow, 

sheet 

Surface area Seat, hair, semen, urine, 

saliva 

“Through and through” 

bullet 

Outside surface Blood, tissue 

Bite mark Person’s skin , clothing Saliva 

Fingernails Scrapings Blood, sweat, tissue 

 

7. Crime Scene Integrity 

Security of the scene of crime is important to the securing of evidence. Protection and 

conserving evidence is necessary for effective elucidation of a crime. Always Documentation 

of evidence found at scene of crime should be done to comprise explanations of whether 

evidence was present wet or dry. An instance of this document will comprise blood splatters.  

 

8. Chain of Custody 

The chain of custody of evidence is a details of person who had physical custody of the 

evidence. Documentation is difficult to maintain the reliability of the chain of custody. 

Maintaining the chain of custody is vital for any type of evidence. Apart from this, if 

laboratory examination discloses that DNA evidence was tainted, it may be required to 

identity individuals who have handled that evidence.  

In processing the evidence; the less number of individuals handling the evidence the better. 

There is less chance of adulteration and a smaller chain of custody for court acceptability 

ranges.  
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9. Transportation and Storage 

The first responding officer may be called to carry evidence from a crime scene. As with any 

evidence, the officer must confirm that the chain of custody is preserved. In addition, they 

must be aware that uninterrupted sunlight and warmer environments may damage DNA, and 

avoid packing evidence in places that may get hot, such as the trunk of the police car. For 

best preservation of DNA evidence, it is advisable to stored in a cold environment.  

Any probative biological sample that has been put in safekeeping dry or frozen, irrespective 

of time, may be measured for DNA examination. Samples that have been kept wet for a 

prolonged period should be well-thought-out for analysis only applying PCR and may be 

inappropriate for DNA examination. Mitochondrial DNA analysis has been achieved from 

old bones, teeth, and hair samples.  

10. Summary 

1. To match the victim’s or suspect’s DNA data to the obtain from crime-scene DNA; the 

research laboratory will need to have their known biological samples available for a side-

by-side comparison. These known samples are called reference samples. 

2. Collection, preservation and forwarding of sample for DNA analysis are equally 

important. Unless the samples are properly collected and preserved, it will not be useful 

for investigation. 

3. All biological evidences need to be carefully dried in shade not in sun or using any 

heating device. 

4. All biological samples are required to be packed in paper envelopes and not in air tight 

containers, so that any moisture remaining in the exhibits goes out of the pack. This 

would minimize the procedure of putrefaction of the target material to be analysed. 

5. The skeletal remains must be clean and packed in paper envelopes and without any 

preservatives. 

6. Soft organs should be well-preserved in DMSO and not in formalin which hinders the 

extraction and PCR process. 


